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Reading free The last brother a civil war tale tales of
young americans [PDF]
diveach of the books in nathan hale s hazardous tales has elements of the strange but true and is presented in an
engaging funny format highlighting the larger than life characters that pop up in real history big bad ironclad
covers the history of the amazing ironclad steam warships used in the civil war from the ship s inventor who had a
history of blowing things up and only 100 days to complete his project to the mischievous william cushing who pranked
his way through the whole war this book is filled with surprisingly true facts and funny brave characters that modern
readers will easily relate to upraise for nathan hale s hazardous tales big bad ironclad u livelier than the typical
history textbook but sillier than the many outstanding works on the civil war available for young readers this will
appeal to both history buffs and graphic novel enthusiasts kirkus reviews readers interested in american history will
enjoy these graphic novels comic panels of varying sizes enhance the real life events and support the stories over
the top humor the writing is accessible and entertaining author hale s style gives readers an insider y you are there
type scoop horn book uaward unew york public library s children s books 2012 100 books for reading and sharing listu
u div this fascinating book will make the civil war come alive with thoughts and feelings of real people the midwest
book review the civil war you never knew behind the bloody battles strategic marches and decorated generals lie more
than 100 intensely personal true stories you haven t heard before in best little stories from the civil war soldiers
describe their first experiences in battle women observe the advances and retreats of armies spies recount their
methods and leaders reveal the reasoning behind many of their public actions fascinating characters come to life
including former u s senator robert toombs of georgia who warned the confederate cabinet not to fall for lincoln s
trap by firing on reinforcements thereby allowing lincoln to claim the south had fired the first shots of the war at
fort sumter brig gen stephen a hurlbut who disbanded the 13th independent battery ohio light artillery scattered its
men gave its guns to other units and ordered its officers home accusing all of cowardly performance in battle thomas
n conrad a confederate spy operating in washington who warned richmond of both the looming federal peninsula campaign
in the spring of 1863 and the attack at fredericksburg later that year private franklin thomson of michigan born as
sarah emma edmonds who fought in uniform for the union during the war and later was the only female member of the
postwar union grand army of the republic this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this
is an american civil war novel about young steven jett his four older brothers sister mother and father living on a
small farm near salt springs geogia just west of atlanta in the middle 1800 s from humble beginnings this story takes
you on a real life adventure as the great war ravages across the country side of north georgia and changes the lives
of these and all americans forever the author the civil war robs frank of his simple life and boyhood presents a
series of historical anecdotes about little known miscellaneous events and personal experiences of the american civil
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war in july 1863 the bloodiest battle of the civil war was fought outside the sleepy pennsylvania town of gettysburg
in the last brother the story of one small boy is told amidst the dramatic events of those early days of july though
he is only 11 years old gabe is a bugler in the union army he takes his responsibility very seriously after all there
are over 60 different battle calls for buglers to learn but what is even more important to gabe is watching over his
older brother davy who as a foot soldier is right in the thick of the fighting two of gabe s older brothers have
already perished and he is not willing to lose the only one he has left during those long days gabe meets another
young bugler one who fights for the other side suddenly what was so definite and clear has become complicated by
friendship and compassion does one have to choose between service to country to kin or to a friend as the cannons
fire and the battle rages on gabe must do his duty while searching for a way to honor all that he holds dear trinka
hakes noble is the noted author of numerous award winning picture books including the scarlet stockings spy the ever
popular jimmy s boa series and meanwhile back at the ranch both featured on reading rainbow her many awards include
ala notable children s book booklist children s editors choice ira cbc children s choice learning the year s ten best
and several junior literary guild selections trinka makes her home in bernardsville new jersey robert papp s award
winning artwork includes hundreds of illustrations for major publishers across the united states and his first
children s book the scarlet stockings spy was named an irateacher s choice in 2005 robert lives in historic bucks
county pennsylvania maintaining the model laid out in volume i of this twobook set walker once again depicts unique
stories of the heroes and martyrs of the civil war stories include a rendition of how gen james a walker transitioned
from lawyer to general to lieutenant governor of virginia and why one soldier william ruffin stanley has two graves
another story depicts the reaction of new orleans residents to general butler and his men this carefully crafted
ebook the mocking bird a short story from the american civil war is formatted for your ereader with a functional and
detailed table of contents this story first published in 1891 forms one of the great antiwar statements in american
literature ambrose gwinnett bierce 1842 1914 was an american satirist critic poet editor and journalist bierce became
a prolific author of short stories often humorous and sometimes bitter or macabre he spoke out against oppression and
supported civil and religious freedoms a civil war veteran bierce had absolutely no illusions about courage honor and
glory on the battlefield he is also noted for his tales of the civil war which drew on his own experience as a union
cartographer and officer he also wrote numerous civil war stories from first hand experience of being gravely wounded
in the civil war recounts the story of fanny kemble and her two daughters one of whom lived with her mother in the
north while the other remained with their father in the south sixteen dark and vivid tales by great satirist a
horseman in the sky an occurrence at owl creek bridge chicakamauga a son of the gods what i saw of shiloh more note
this layered nuanced and focused study of civil war era writings reveals a popular sense of patriotism and hope in
the midst of loss journal of american history the american civil war is often seen as the first modern war not least
because of the immense suffering it inflicted yet unlike later conflicts it did not produce an outpouring of
disillusionment or cynicism in public or private discourse in fact most people portrayed the war in highly
sentimental and patriotic terms while scholars typically dismiss this everyday writing as simplistic or naïve frances
m clarke argues that we need to reconsider the letters diaries songs and journalism penned by union soldiers and
their caregivers to fully understand the war s impact and meaning in war stories clarke revisits the most common
stories that average northerners told in hopes of redeeming their suffering and hardship stories that enabled people
to express their beliefs about religion community and personal character from tales of union soldiers who died
heroically to stories of tireless volunteers who exemplified the republic s virtues war stories sheds new light on
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this transitional moment in the history of war emotional culture and american civic life seven vivid sensitive tales
by author of the red badge of courage fine title story plus miraculous soldiers a mystery of heroism a gray sleeve
and three more webb garrison presents the civil war in a collection of stories that capture what the war was like for
the people who lived through it arranged chronologically the stories begin with the publication of uncle tom s cabin
and events leading up to the war they trace the action through five years and conclude with reconstruction and the
presidential election of 1876 included are stories of the slave dred scott red cross founder clara barton suspected
spy mrs rose greenhow assistant army surgeon mary walker and president andrew johnson archival images and
biographical sketches of union soldiers tell the stories of their lives during and after the civil war before leaving
to fight in the civil war many union and confederate soldiers posed for a carte de visite or visiting card to give to
their families friends or sweethearts invented in 1854 by a french photographer the carte de visite was a small
photographic print roughly the size of a modern trading card the format arrived in america on the eve of the civil
war fueling intense demand for the keepsakes many cards of civil war soldiers survive today but the experiences and
often the names of the individuals portrayed have been lost to time a passionate collector of civil war era
photography ron coddington researched the history behind these anonymous faces in military records pension files and
other public and personal documents in faces of the civil war coddington presents 77 cartes de visite of union
soldiers from his collection and tells the stories of their lives during and after the war these soldiers came from
all walks of life all were volunteers their personal stories reveal a tremendous diversity in their experience of war
many served with distinction some were captured some never saw combat while others saw little else the lives of
survivors were even more disparate while some made successful transitions back to civilian life others suffered
permanent physical and mental disabilities which too often wrecked their families and careers in compelling words and
haunting pictures faces of the civil war offers a unique perspective on the most dramatic and wrenching period in
american history friends though divided told with simple language this emotional story is based on historical
accounts of the real bill bayly who defends his family farm near gettysburg from rebel troops looking for an awol
soldier only a boy who has been taken in by bill s mother full color el salvador s civil war began in 1980 and ended
twelve bloody years later it saw extreme violence on both sides including the terrorizing and targeting of civilians
by death squads recruitment of child soldiers and the death and disappearance of more than 75 000 people examining el
salvador s vibrant life story literature written in the aftermath of this terrible conflict including memoirs and
testimonials erik ching seeks to understand how the war has come to be remembered and rebattled by salvadorans and
what that means for their society today ching identifies four memory communities that dominate national postwar views
civilian elites military officers guerrilla commanders and working class and poor testimonialists pushing distinct
and divergent stories these groups are today engaged in what ching terms a narrative battle for control over the
memory of the war their ongoing publications in the marketplace of ideas tend to direct salvadorans attempts to
negotiate the war s meaning and legacy and ching suggests that a more open coordinated reconciliation process is
needed in this postconflict society in the meantime el salvador fractured by conflicting interpretations of its
national trauma is hindered in dealing with the immediate problems posed by the nexus of neoliberalism gang violence
and outmigration is call to arms destined to be a movie it was 1860 that year before the war when johnny a thirty
year old eligible bachelor from ohio traveled to south carolina to help his uncle run a small plantation and fell in
love with molly a southern belle from charleston their plans to marry are abruptly interrupted by her jealous former
fiance at the outbreak of the civil war their struggle to return to each others arms is filled with action adventure
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terror charm compassion intrigue suspense and unceasing desire the story has all of the elements one would expect in
a movie produced by mel gibson including the plot character humor history patriotism passion romance and spirituality
for which the highly successful actor producer director has come to be admired call to arms is a novel surpassing
even the greatest civil war classics for total entertainment value reviews i was totally stunned at how well it was
written and how good the storyline was i couldnt put it down to go to sleep a connoisseur of historical and western
novels a valuable document that will historically inform contains powerful truths to fortfy our souls stimulate our
minds and provide a path to ease a troubled spirit anonymous publisher im impressed with how much imagination went
into the story and what great characters fun and delightful there isnt a dull page in it a gone with the wind buff
thank you for reminding me of the important things in life an army reserve captain and civil war student unlike some
other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad
quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for
future generations to enjoy my dear lads although so long a time has elapsed since the great civil war in england men
are still almost as much divided as they were then as to the merits of the quarrel almost as warm partisans of the
one side or the other most of you will probably have formed an opinion as to the rights of the case either from your
own reading or from hearing the views of your elders for my part i have endeavored to hold the scales equally to
relate historical facts with absolute accuracy and to show how much of right and how much of wrong there was upon
either side upon the one hand the king by his instability bad faith and duplicity alienated his best friends and
drove the commons to far greater lengths than they had at first dreamed of upon the other hand the struggle begun
only to win constitutional rights ended owing to the ambition fanaticism and determination to override all rights and
all opinions save their own of a numerically insignificant minority of the commons backed by the strength of the army
in the establishment of the most complete despotism england has ever seen it may no doubt be considered a failing on
my part that one of my heroes has a very undue preponderance of adventure over the other this i regret but after the
scale of victory turned those on the winning side had little to do or to suffer and one s interest is certainly with
the hunted fugitive or the slave in the bermudas rather than with the prosperous and well to do citizen a boy who
hates being a slave joins the union army to fight for freedom and proves himself brave and capable of handling a mule
team when the need arises ten years ago during research for a genealogy class i was teaching i discovered a little
known fact about a few brave women during the american civil war era and was so intrigued i began pursuing it further
because i have always enjoyed the slow reveal of a mystery i began an historical fiction in a mystery format with the
working title restless hearts i could certainly empathize with the restless part i thrive on change and adventure a
friend said she had the impression that this book would be a romance novel so i renamed the book why weep and wait a
quote from a letter written to a soldier by his wife since i took that title the story just seemed to pour out of me
changing course often as if someone else were writing it because it needed to be told why weep and wait could be true
it s set against the credible and true to life background of the civil war and extensive research went into the
creation of the characters whom i know you ll come to admire and love i d like to see it as a motion picture someday
believe me it s that compelling in graphic novel format tells the stories of six men who fought for their beliefs
during the civil war provided by publisher this two volume social history offers a unique up close and personal look
at the lives of everyday soldiers and civilians refugees slaves infantryman longing to return home and the cost of
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america s bloodiest war r4599hb 27 00 a quirky framing of the civil war grounded in solid scholarship the brown twin
sisters have built historical dioramas to tell the story of the civil war with an unexpected twist the thousands of
union and confederate soldiers depicted in the battles and scenes are cats little round top pickett s charge
andersonville come to life in this fun fanciful solidly researched and highly visual representation of the war the
cats pull you in and soon you ll find you re immersed and engaged learning details and gaining a new and different
perspective a refreshing look at history civil war tales brings to life long ago forgotten human interest stories
from the past tales of incredible drama and adversity wait to be discovered a boy who hates being a slave joins the
union army to fight for freedom and proves himself brave and capable of handling a mule team when the need arises
excerpt from theon a tale of the american civil war he came this evening to morrow we go ever thus has it been here
and there to and fro our pathways have wandered yet never once met have the changes of years taught his heart to
forget about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works young izzie wishes he could join the union army
with his brothers ario and cal he wonders what it would be like to see the elephant soldier talk for going into
battle for the first time but it seems the closest izzie will ever get to battle is visiting wounded soldiers at a
washington d c hospital where his aunt works as an army nurse when izzie meets a wounded rebel soldier who will soon
be sent to prison he realizes that the war may not be as simple as he once believed and seeing the elephant takes on
a whole new meaning based on family history pat hughes s beautifully crafted story is complemented by ken stark s
exceptional watercolor paintings seeing the elephant is a 2008 bank street best children s book of the year more than
a tale about a civil war battle pittsburg landing is the story of a man zebulon john stewart it is a chronicle of
what happened to him at pittsburg landing shiloh and how it impacted the rest of his life an account of the romantic
glory of war gone sour it is a thoughtful narrative about that which young men call adventure and old men call
foolishness you could even say it is a tale about mankind zeb and his brother luther fought in the civil war on
opposing sides at the battle of shiloh pittsburg landing now forty years later zeb is on a pilgrimage to find luther
who never returned from the war plagued by a recurring sense of horror and guilt from his fateful encounter with
luther at the hornet s nest zeb sets out to find his brother and eventually meets him in the strangest of
circumstances accompanied by his ten year old grandson zeb s journey begins with a trip to washington d c but slowly
progresses to the inner recesses of his soul resulting in an unshakable bond between the boy and his granddaddy
travel with 22 year old isaac through the dirt streets of oxford georgia big shanty georgia and on over to cumberland
gap tennessee as he serves with the 42nd regiment georgia volunteers decades after daniel boone blazed the wilderness
trail witness how isaac is front and center as the confederate and union armies skirmish for strategic supply lines
required for outlying civil war battle campaigns also decipher the mitigating factors contributing to isaac going to
war with abraham green a yeoman farmer and slaveholder of isaac this human interest centric novel further explores
the intertwined relationship between master slave and the dynamics leading up to a confederate congress proposal to
enlist african american troops in the latter part of the american civil war like never before this electrifying page
turner sparks novice readers and civil war zealots alike into debating the best kept factual secrets concerning
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african american confederate soldiers during the battle of gettysburg in 1863 a mother and son shelter a young
confederate deserter includes a historical note on the incident in 1862 eleven year old summer and her thirteen year
old brother rosco take turns describing how life on the quiet virginia plantation where they are slaves is affected
by the civil war it is well that war is so terrible robert e lee reportedly said or we would grow too fond of it the
essays collected here make the case that we have grown too fond of it and therefore we must make the war ter rible
again taking a freakonomics approach to civil war studies each contributor uses a seemingly unusual story incident or
phenomenon to cast new light on the nature of the war itself collectively the essays remind us that war is always
about damage even at its most heroic and even when certain people and things deserve to be damaged here then is not
only the grandness of the civil war but its more than occasional littleness here are those who profited by the war
and those who lost by it and not just those who lost all save their honor but those who lost their honor too here are
the cowards the coxcombs the belles the deserters and the scavengers who hung back and so survived even thrived here
are dark topics like torture hunger and amputation here in short is war punctuation spelling and capitalization of
the original stories were retained and not corrected title page verso
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Big Bad Ironclad! (Nathan Hale's Hazardous Tales #2) 2012-08-01
diveach of the books in nathan hale s hazardous tales has elements of the strange but true and is presented in an
engaging funny format highlighting the larger than life characters that pop up in real history big bad ironclad
covers the history of the amazing ironclad steam warships used in the civil war from the ship s inventor who had a
history of blowing things up and only 100 days to complete his project to the mischievous william cushing who pranked
his way through the whole war this book is filled with surprisingly true facts and funny brave characters that modern
readers will easily relate to upraise for nathan hale s hazardous tales big bad ironclad u livelier than the typical
history textbook but sillier than the many outstanding works on the civil war available for young readers this will
appeal to both history buffs and graphic novel enthusiasts kirkus reviews readers interested in american history will
enjoy these graphic novels comic panels of varying sizes enhance the real life events and support the stories over
the top humor the writing is accessible and entertaining author hale s style gives readers an insider y you are there
type scoop horn book uaward unew york public library s children s books 2012 100 books for reading and sharing listu
u div

Classic Civil War Stories 2004
this fascinating book will make the civil war come alive with thoughts and feelings of real people the midwest book
review the civil war you never knew behind the bloody battles strategic marches and decorated generals lie more than
100 intensely personal true stories you haven t heard before in best little stories from the civil war soldiers
describe their first experiences in battle women observe the advances and retreats of armies spies recount their
methods and leaders reveal the reasoning behind many of their public actions fascinating characters come to life
including former u s senator robert toombs of georgia who warned the confederate cabinet not to fall for lincoln s
trap by firing on reinforcements thereby allowing lincoln to claim the south had fired the first shots of the war at
fort sumter brig gen stephen a hurlbut who disbanded the 13th independent battery ohio light artillery scattered its
men gave its guns to other units and ordered its officers home accusing all of cowardly performance in battle thomas
n conrad a confederate spy operating in washington who warned richmond of both the looming federal peninsula campaign
in the spring of 1863 and the attack at fredericksburg later that year private franklin thomson of michigan born as
sarah emma edmonds who fought in uniform for the union during the war and later was the only female member of the
postwar union grand army of the republic

Civil War Tales 1992-06-01
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
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process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Best Little Stories from the Civil War 2010-03-01
this is an american civil war novel about young steven jett his four older brothers sister mother and father living
on a small farm near salt springs geogia just west of atlanta in the middle 1800 s from humble beginnings this story
takes you on a real life adventure as the great war ravages across the country side of north georgia and changes the
lives of these and all americans forever the author

Friends Though Divided 2022-10-27
the civil war robs frank of his simple life and boyhood

Fallow Are the Fields 2004-09-30
presents a series of historical anecdotes about little known miscellaneous events and personal experiences of the
american civil war

How I Found the Strong 2004-01-01
in july 1863 the bloodiest battle of the civil war was fought outside the sleepy pennsylvania town of gettysburg in
the last brother the story of one small boy is told amidst the dramatic events of those early days of july though he
is only 11 years old gabe is a bugler in the union army he takes his responsibility very seriously after all there
are over 60 different battle calls for buglers to learn but what is even more important to gabe is watching over his
older brother davy who as a foot soldier is right in the thick of the fighting two of gabe s older brothers have
already perished and he is not willing to lose the only one he has left during those long days gabe meets another
young bugler one who fights for the other side suddenly what was so definite and clear has become complicated by
friendship and compassion does one have to choose between service to country to kin or to a friend as the cannons
fire and the battle rages on gabe must do his duty while searching for a way to honor all that he holds dear trinka
hakes noble is the noted author of numerous award winning picture books including the scarlet stockings spy the ever
popular jimmy s boa series and meanwhile back at the ranch both featured on reading rainbow her many awards include
ala notable children s book booklist children s editors choice ira cbc children s choice learning the year s ten best
and several junior literary guild selections trinka makes her home in bernardsville new jersey robert papp s award
winning artwork includes hundreds of illustrations for major publishers across the united states and his first
children s book the scarlet stockings spy was named an irateacher s choice in 2005 robert lives in historic bucks
county pennsylvania
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Friends Though Divided 1899
maintaining the model laid out in volume i of this twobook set walker once again depicts unique stories of the heroes
and martyrs of the civil war stories include a rendition of how gen james a walker transitioned from lawyer to
general to lieutenant governor of virginia and why one soldier william ruffin stanley has two graves another story
depicts the reaction of new orleans residents to general butler and his men

Civil War Stories 2008-01-01
this carefully crafted ebook the mocking bird a short story from the american civil war is formatted for your ereader
with a functional and detailed table of contents this story first published in 1891 forms one of the great antiwar
statements in american literature ambrose gwinnett bierce 1842 1914 was an american satirist critic poet editor and
journalist bierce became a prolific author of short stories often humorous and sometimes bitter or macabre he spoke
out against oppression and supported civil and religious freedoms a civil war veteran bierce had absolutely no
illusions about courage honor and glory on the battlefield he is also noted for his tales of the civil war which drew
on his own experience as a union cartographer and officer he also wrote numerous civil war stories from first hand
experience of being gravely wounded in the civil war

Strange and Obscure Stories of the Civil War 2011-09-27
recounts the story of fanny kemble and her two daughters one of whom lived with her mother in the north while the
other remained with their father in the south

The Last Brother 2011-08-18
sixteen dark and vivid tales by great satirist a horseman in the sky an occurrence at owl creek bridge chicakamauga a
son of the gods what i saw of shiloh more note

Civil War Tales 2008
this layered nuanced and focused study of civil war era writings reveals a popular sense of patriotism and hope in
the midst of loss journal of american history the american civil war is often seen as the first modern war not least
because of the immense suffering it inflicted yet unlike later conflicts it did not produce an outpouring of
disillusionment or cynicism in public or private discourse in fact most people portrayed the war in highly
sentimental and patriotic terms while scholars typically dismiss this everyday writing as simplistic or naïve frances
m clarke argues that we need to reconsider the letters diaries songs and journalism penned by union soldiers and
their caregivers to fully understand the war s impact and meaning in war stories clarke revisits the most common
stories that average northerners told in hopes of redeeming their suffering and hardship stories that enabled people
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to express their beliefs about religion community and personal character from tales of union soldiers who died
heroically to stories of tireless volunteers who exemplified the republic s virtues war stories sheds new light on
this transitional moment in the history of war emotional culture and american civic life

The Mocking-Bird (A Short Story From The American Civil War) 2013-08-20
seven vivid sensitive tales by author of the red badge of courage fine title story plus miraculous soldiers a mystery
of heroism a gray sleeve and three more

Civil War Stories 1998
webb garrison presents the civil war in a collection of stories that capture what the war was like for the people who
lived through it arranged chronologically the stories begin with the publication of uncle tom s cabin and events
leading up to the war they trace the action through five years and conclude with reconstruction and the presidential
election of 1876 included are stories of the slave dred scott red cross founder clara barton suspected spy mrs rose
greenhow assistant army surgeon mary walker and president andrew johnson

Civil War Stories 2012-03-01
archival images and biographical sketches of union soldiers tell the stories of their lives during and after the
civil war before leaving to fight in the civil war many union and confederate soldiers posed for a carte de visite or
visiting card to give to their families friends or sweethearts invented in 1854 by a french photographer the carte de
visite was a small photographic print roughly the size of a modern trading card the format arrived in america on the
eve of the civil war fueling intense demand for the keepsakes many cards of civil war soldiers survive today but the
experiences and often the names of the individuals portrayed have been lost to time a passionate collector of civil
war era photography ron coddington researched the history behind these anonymous faces in military records pension
files and other public and personal documents in faces of the civil war coddington presents 77 cartes de visite of
union soldiers from his collection and tells the stories of their lives during and after the war these soldiers came
from all walks of life all were volunteers their personal stories reveal a tremendous diversity in their experience
of war many served with distinction some were captured some never saw combat while others saw little else the lives
of survivors were even more disparate while some made successful transitions back to civilian life others suffered
permanent physical and mental disabilities which too often wrecked their families and careers in compelling words and
haunting pictures faces of the civil war offers a unique perspective on the most dramatic and wrenching period in
american history

War Stories 2012-07-24
friends though divided
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The Little Regiment and Other Civil War Stories 2012-04-25
told with simple language this emotional story is based on historical accounts of the real bill bayly who defends his
family farm near gettysburg from rebel troops looking for an awol soldier only a boy who has been taken in by bill s
mother full color

A Treasury of Civil War Tales 1999-07
el salvador s civil war began in 1980 and ended twelve bloody years later it saw extreme violence on both sides
including the terrorizing and targeting of civilians by death squads recruitment of child soldiers and the death and
disappearance of more than 75 000 people examining el salvador s vibrant life story literature written in the
aftermath of this terrible conflict including memoirs and testimonials erik ching seeks to understand how the war has
come to be remembered and rebattled by salvadorans and what that means for their society today ching identifies four
memory communities that dominate national postwar views civilian elites military officers guerrilla commanders and
working class and poor testimonialists pushing distinct and divergent stories these groups are today engaged in what
ching terms a narrative battle for control over the memory of the war their ongoing publications in the marketplace
of ideas tend to direct salvadorans attempts to negotiate the war s meaning and legacy and ching suggests that a more
open coordinated reconciliation process is needed in this postconflict society in the meantime el salvador fractured
by conflicting interpretations of its national trauma is hindered in dealing with the immediate problems posed by the
nexus of neoliberalism gang violence and outmigration

Faces of the Civil War 2012-11-12
is call to arms destined to be a movie it was 1860 that year before the war when johnny a thirty year old eligible
bachelor from ohio traveled to south carolina to help his uncle run a small plantation and fell in love with molly a
southern belle from charleston their plans to marry are abruptly interrupted by her jealous former fiance at the
outbreak of the civil war their struggle to return to each others arms is filled with action adventure terror charm
compassion intrigue suspense and unceasing desire the story has all of the elements one would expect in a movie
produced by mel gibson including the plot character humor history patriotism passion romance and spirituality for
which the highly successful actor producer director has come to be admired call to arms is a novel surpassing even
the greatest civil war classics for total entertainment value reviews i was totally stunned at how well it was
written and how good the storyline was i couldnt put it down to go to sleep a connoisseur of historical and western
novels a valuable document that will historically inform contains powerful truths to fortfy our souls stimulate our
minds and provide a path to ease a troubled spirit anonymous publisher im impressed with how much imagination went
into the story and what great characters fun and delightful there isnt a dull page in it a gone with the wind buff
thank you for reminding me of the important things in life an army reserve captain and civil war student
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Friends Though Divided 2016-01-13
unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads
to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we
have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for
future generations to enjoy

Billy and the Rebel 2006-03-01
my dear lads although so long a time has elapsed since the great civil war in england men are still almost as much
divided as they were then as to the merits of the quarrel almost as warm partisans of the one side or the other most
of you will probably have formed an opinion as to the rights of the case either from your own reading or from hearing
the views of your elders for my part i have endeavored to hold the scales equally to relate historical facts with
absolute accuracy and to show how much of right and how much of wrong there was upon either side upon the one hand
the king by his instability bad faith and duplicity alienated his best friends and drove the commons to far greater
lengths than they had at first dreamed of upon the other hand the struggle begun only to win constitutional rights
ended owing to the ambition fanaticism and determination to override all rights and all opinions save their own of a
numerically insignificant minority of the commons backed by the strength of the army in the establishment of the most
complete despotism england has ever seen it may no doubt be considered a failing on my part that one of my heroes has
a very undue preponderance of adventure over the other this i regret but after the scale of victory turned those on
the winning side had little to do or to suffer and one s interest is certainly with the hunted fugitive or the slave
in the bermudas rather than with the prosperous and well to do citizen

Stories of Civil War in El Salvador 2016-08-26
a boy who hates being a slave joins the union army to fight for freedom and proves himself brave and capable of
handling a mule team when the need arises

Call to Arms 2005-06-17
ten years ago during research for a genealogy class i was teaching i discovered a little known fact about a few brave
women during the american civil war era and was so intrigued i began pursuing it further because i have always
enjoyed the slow reveal of a mystery i began an historical fiction in a mystery format with the working title
restless hearts i could certainly empathize with the restless part i thrive on change and adventure a friend said she
had the impression that this book would be a romance novel so i renamed the book why weep and wait a quote from a
letter written to a soldier by his wife since i took that title the story just seemed to pour out of me changing
course often as if someone else were writing it because it needed to be told why weep and wait could be true it s set
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against the credible and true to life background of the civil war and extensive research went into the creation of
the characters whom i know you ll come to admire and love i d like to see it as a motion picture someday believe me
it s that compelling

The Little Regiment, and Other Stories of the American Civil War 2012-01
in graphic novel format tells the stories of six men who fought for their beliefs during the civil war provided by
publisher

Friends, Though Divided : a Tale of the Civil War : Complete with Original
Illustrations (Illustrated) 2019-05-10
this two volume social history offers a unique up close and personal look at the lives of everyday soldiers and
civilians refugees slaves infantryman longing to return home and the cost of america s bloodiest war r4599hb 27 00

From Slave to Soldier 2007-01-01
a quirky framing of the civil war grounded in solid scholarship the brown twin sisters have built historical dioramas
to tell the story of the civil war with an unexpected twist the thousands of union and confederate soldiers depicted
in the battles and scenes are cats little round top pickett s charge andersonville come to life in this fun fanciful
solidly researched and highly visual representation of the war the cats pull you in and soon you ll find you re
immersed and engaged learning details and gaining a new and different perspective

Why Weep and Wait 2013-09
a refreshing look at history civil war tales brings to life long ago forgotten human interest stories from the past
tales of incredible drama and adversity wait to be discovered

True Stories of the Civil War 2012-07
a boy who hates being a slave joins the union army to fight for freedom and proves himself brave and capable of
handling a mule team when the need arises

Civil War Stories 2008
excerpt from theon a tale of the american civil war he came this evening to morrow we go ever thus has it been here
and there to and fro our pathways have wandered yet never once met have the changes of years taught his heart to
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forget about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Civil War Tails 2018-06-01
young izzie wishes he could join the union army with his brothers ario and cal he wonders what it would be like to
see the elephant soldier talk for going into battle for the first time but it seems the closest izzie will ever get
to battle is visiting wounded soldiers at a washington d c hospital where his aunt works as an army nurse when izzie
meets a wounded rebel soldier who will soon be sent to prison he realizes that the war may not be as simple as he
once believed and seeing the elephant takes on a whole new meaning based on family history pat hughes s beautifully
crafted story is complemented by ken stark s exceptional watercolor paintings seeing the elephant is a 2008 bank
street best children s book of the year

Civil War Tales 2019-06-15
more than a tale about a civil war battle pittsburg landing is the story of a man zebulon john stewart it is a
chronicle of what happened to him at pittsburg landing shiloh and how it impacted the rest of his life an account of
the romantic glory of war gone sour it is a thoughtful narrative about that which young men call adventure and old
men call foolishness you could even say it is a tale about mankind zeb and his brother luther fought in the civil war
on opposing sides at the battle of shiloh pittsburg landing now forty years later zeb is on a pilgrimage to find
luther who never returned from the war plagued by a recurring sense of horror and guilt from his fateful encounter
with luther at the hornet s nest zeb sets out to find his brother and eventually meets him in the strangest of
circumstances accompanied by his ten year old grandson zeb s journey begins with a trip to washington d c but slowly
progresses to the inner recesses of his soul resulting in an unshakable bond between the boy and his granddaddy

From Slave to Soldier 2005
travel with 22 year old isaac through the dirt streets of oxford georgia big shanty georgia and on over to cumberland
gap tennessee as he serves with the 42nd regiment georgia volunteers decades after daniel boone blazed the wilderness
trail witness how isaac is front and center as the confederate and union armies skirmish for strategic supply lines
required for outlying civil war battle campaigns also decipher the mitigating factors contributing to isaac going to
war with abraham green a yeoman farmer and slaveholder of isaac this human interest centric novel further explores
the intertwined relationship between master slave and the dynamics leading up to a confederate congress proposal to
enlist african american troops in the latter part of the american civil war like never before this electrifying page
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turner sparks novice readers and civil war zealots alike into debating the best kept factual secrets concerning
african american confederate soldiers

Theon 2018-03-21
during the battle of gettysburg in 1863 a mother and son shelter a young confederate deserter includes a historical
note on the incident

Seeing the Elephant 2007-09-18
in 1862 eleven year old summer and her thirteen year old brother rosco take turns describing how life on the quiet
virginia plantation where they are slaves is affected by the civil war

Pittsburg Landing 2012-06-01
it is well that war is so terrible robert e lee reportedly said or we would grow too fond of it the essays collected
here make the case that we have grown too fond of it and therefore we must make the war ter rible again taking a
freakonomics approach to civil war studies each contributor uses a seemingly unusual story incident or phenomenon to
cast new light on the nature of the war itself collectively the essays remind us that war is always about damage even
at its most heroic and even when certain people and things deserve to be damaged here then is not only the grandness
of the civil war but its more than occasional littleness here are those who profited by the war and those who lost by
it and not just those who lost all save their honor but those who lost their honor too here are the cowards the
coxcombs the belles the deserters and the scavengers who hung back and so survived even thrived here are dark topics
like torture hunger and amputation here in short is war

Entangled in Freedom: A Civil War Story 2010-09-03
punctuation spelling and capitalization of the original stories were retained and not corrected title page verso

Billy and the Rebel : Based on a True Civil War Story 2006

Silent Thunder 1999
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Weirding the War 2011

Abraham Lincoln Civil War Stories: Second Edition 2017-11-07
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